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ABSTRACT

Every year, several dozen, primarily European, countries, send performers to compete on live television at the Eurovision Song Contest, with the goal of entertaining an international audience of more than 150 million viewers. Each participating country is able to evaluate every other country’s performance via a combination of rankings from professional jurors and telephone votes from viewers. Between fan sites and the official Song Contest organisation, a complete historical record of musical performances and country-to-country contest scores is available, back to the very first edition in 1956, and for the most recent contests, there is also information about each individual juror’s rankings. In this paper, we introduce MIroVision, a set of scripts which collates the data from these sources into a single, easy-to-use dataset, and a discrete-choice model to convert the raw contest scores into a stable, interval-scale measure of the competitiveness of Eurovision Song Contest entries across the years. We use this model to simulate contest outcomes from previous editions and compare the results to the implied win probabilities from bookmakers at various online betting markets. We also assess how successful content-based MIR could be at predicting Eurovision outcomes, using state-of-the-art music foundation models. Given its annual recurrence, emphasis on new music and lesser-known artists, and sophisticated voting structure, the Eurovision Song Contest is an outstanding testing ground for MIR algorithms, and we hope that this paper will inspire the community to use the contest as a regular assessment of the strength of modern MIR.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Eurovision Song Contest (ESC) is an annual event wherein several, primarily European, countries compete against one another by performing original, live songs during an internationally televised event. The contest began in 1956 and is typically held in the country of the previous year’s winner in the spring.

The content of the musical acts performed during the Eurovision Song Contest is always novel and notably diverse. Contestants are allowed to sing in whichever language they choose, often electing to sing in English to communicate the meaning of their song to a larger base, but some countries (notably France) have historically preferred to sing in their national language. According to the official Eurovision rules, all musical acts must perform an original song that is no more than three minutes in length, with the lead vocals performed live, and acts are limited to only six performers being on stage at any given moment during the performance [1].

Within these constraints, the musical acts of Eurovision are known for their ostentatious performances and camp aesthetics, which are often accompanied with visual spectacles from lightening to elaborate dance. As the contest is an international stage, the musical acts have also been a means in which countries are able to provide meta-political commentary on either national or global events [2, 3]. The contest has been noted as serving as an important platform for global LGBTQ+ visibility, which featured openly gay and transgender performers as early as the 1990s [4].

The winner of the contest is determined as a combination of both expert and panel voting, with no set criteria stated as to what should constitute a winning performance. A combination of the song’s content, the visual performance, and the performer’s ability to relate to the zeitgeist are all presumed to play an important role in determining the winner. Indeed, the Eurovision Song Contest can be and has been analysed from a variety of dimensions, summarised by Wolther as the media, the musical, the musical-economical, the political, the national-cultural, the national-economic, and the competitive [5].

We next detail the rules of the contest before introducing the MIroVision data set, which contains a multi-faceted collection of historical data that could be used to predict the contest’s winner and enable researchers to make deeper inquiries into the history and music of the contest.

1.1 Rules of Eurovision

In order to participate in the Eurovision Song Contest, participating countries work in coordination with the European Broadcasting Union. While each participating country – or more specifically the country’s partnered national broadcaster – is allowed to decide for themselves which act to send to participate, the results of the Eurovision Song Contest are determined by voting over three events. These
three events referred to as the First Semi-Final, the Second Semi-Final, and the Grand Final. It is the Grand Final that typically receives the vast majority of the attention and viewership.

As described on the official Eurovision website\(^1\), all participating countries qualify for two semi-final shows in the week leading up to the Grand Final, which only a subset of the total countries will perform. France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom are automatically included in the Grand Final and are referred to as the 'Big Five'.

After a country has performed, each country gives two sets of votes for the performance. The first set of votes comes from an expert panel of music industry professionals from within that country. Starting in 2016, the official Eurovision website has published the individual data of each juror from each participating country. The second set of votes comes from viewers from the of the performing country. The votes represent points that are added together and each country can use their set of points, \( \{12, 10, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1\} \) for one and only one country. No juror or television vote can be cast for one's own country. In the semi-finals, voting is limited to only countries participating in their respective show, whereas in the Grand Final, any country is allowed to vote. The Grand Final television show is also characterised by great fanfare surrounding each national jury’s announcement of which country they chose to award 'douze points'.

No explicit criteria are given as how any vote should be decided. Said another way, it should not be assumed that all participants attempt to vote for a measure of musical quality. Many factors have been discussed in academic literature on the topic, that suggest there are both geographic and political factors that can play into how countries decide to cast their votes [6–10].

2. MIROVISION DATASET

Data that comprises the MIROVision dataset originates from three primary sources. The first is the official Eurovision website (https://eurovision.tv/), the second is the Eurovision World fan website (https://eurovisionworld.com), the third are audio features taken directly from the YouTube videos linked in the contestant metadata. The dataset contains five primary types of data: (1) contest meta-data; (2) contest results; (3) voting data; (4) audio features extracted from recorded performances of the musical acts and (5) betting office data. All data for each Eurovision Song Contest is available each year since the year 1956 until present day with the exception of 2020 when the contest was cancelled due to the global COVID-19 pandemic. As of 2016, the official Eurovision website has published data detailing how each of the five jurors from the expert panel have voted on all three nights of the contest. The current release of the data set contains the contestant metadata, contest ranking and voting data of 1719 entries. The dataset is hosted on a GitHub repository.\(^2\)

\(^1\)https://eurovision.tv/about/how-it-works
\(^2\)https://github.com/Spijkervet/eurovision-dataset

In total, 56 countries are represented in the dataset, which includes countries that have been dissolved, renamed, or merged since the inception of the contest in 1956. Voting data for the contest is stored in three tables: (1) votes; (2) contestants; and (3) jurors.

The votes table contains data from the contest’s beginning in 1956 and indicates how each country’s aggregated jury and televoting points were distributed to each other participating country.

The contestants table contains all metadata regarding each song entry, such as the artist’s name and song title, lyrics, composers and lyricists, the running order and the total points awarded by the jury and televoters in the Semi-Final and Final Rounds respectively. This table also includes links to YouTube videos of live performances from the televised Finals or Semi-Finals, as maintained by the Eurovision World team.

The jurors table contains data beginning from the year 2016 and indicates how the five anonymous jurors (designated with letter names A through E) voted for each other country and in which night of the contest. As noted above, countries are unable to vote for themselves, are only able to vote within the Semi-Final they are participating in, whereas all countries are able to vote in the Grand Final.

In addition to the voting tables, the betting-offices table provide tables of historical bookmakers’ odds for the contest winners, as collected by Eurovision World. The Eurovision Song Contest is a popular target for online betting. Day-of-contest odds are available for 2016 and 2017, and daily odds up to six months prior to the contest are available from 2018 onward, for 10 to 20 betting offices.

3. A PREFERENCE MODEL FOR EUROVISION

The Eurovision Song Contest voting system is iconic, but because the number of contestants varies, it is not possible to use contest scores to make comparisons across years. Moreover, the contest scores do not operate on an interval level of measurement: even within a particular year, a difference of five or ten points may mean something quite different at the top end of the score range than it does at the bottom. With the rich data in the MIROVision set, however, it is possible to fit statistical models with parameters that correspond monotonically to actual contest results but that do behave on an interval scale. Such an interval scale is not only interesting musically and sociologically, but also for machine-learning applications, as most common loss functions for training implicitly assume interval-scale outcomes. In short, we are looking for a true measure of competitiveness in the Eurovision Song Contest, and one that applies stably across years.

In order to achieve these desiderata, the contest results must be sufficient statistics for the model parameters of interest. If we make the stronger assumption that there be only a finite number of sufficient statistics beyond these, then by the Pitman–Koopman–Darmois theorem [11], the model must be a member of the exponential family. That leaves a surprisingly small class of plausible models.

The simplest model requires no sufficient statistics other
than the scores themselves. Under such a model, the probability of the set of scores from any particular country’s jury or televoters

\[ \Pr[\text{ranking}] \propto \exp(s_1\beta_1 + s_2\beta_2 + \cdots + s_N\beta_N), \]

(1)

where the coefficients \( s_n \in \{12, 10, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0\} \) are the scores awarded from that jury or televoter group to contestant \( n \) and the \( \beta_n \) are the model’s competitiveness parameters for contestant \( n \). The normaliser \( Z_0(\beta) \) for this distribution is the sum of these terms for any valid assignment of scores under the Eurovision system. After \( M \) juries and televote groups combine their scores independently to determine a winner, the combined probability

\[ \Pr[\text{contest}] = \frac{\exp(s_1\beta_1 + s_2\beta_2 + \cdots + s_N\beta_N)}{Z_0(\beta)^M}, \]

(2)

where \( s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_N \) now represent the total scores awarded to each contestant. The trouble with this model is that for a typical Eurovision show of 26 contestants, the normaliser contains \( 26P_{10} \approx 19 \) trillion terms. The model is thus infeasible in practice, despite its theoretical simplicity.

Most alternatives to this model lose their exponential-family properties. There is, however, an interesting alternative if we are willing to consider Eurovision contest scores from juries and televoters to be ratings instead of rankings. Specifically, assume that for each song, juries must award a score in the set \( \{12, 10, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0\} \), that there is no restriction on how many times they can use each score. While the numerator of such a model remains the same as (1) and (2), its normaliser

\[ Z(\beta) = \prod_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{k \in \{12,10,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1,0\}} \exp(k\beta_n), \]

(3)

which can be computed easily. Although there are fundamental conceptual and mathematical differences between rankings and ratings [12], if we restrict the outcome space of rating model (3) to allow only outcomes that would also be valid in the ranking model (2), the models are equivalent [13]. Moreover, we can add an extra set of score-level parameters \( \xi_k \) to allow (3) to better approximate (2) without sacrificing equivalency on the restricted outcome space:

\[ \Pr[\text{ratings}] = \frac{\exp(\sum_n s_n\beta_n) \cdot \exp(\sum_k \xi_k)}{\prod_n \sum_k \exp(k\beta_n + \xi_k)}, \]

(4)

where \( s_n \) are again the scores from a particular jury or televoter group and \( k \in \{12, 10, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0\} \). This model is known in the psychometric literature as the partial-credit model [14] and is one of the standard mathematical tools used for assessing the reliability of rubrics, Likert scales, and educational test items with partial credit.

4. FITTING THE PREFERENCE MODEL

We fit the partial-credit model (4) to the MI RoVision data for all Song Contests since 1975, the year that the \{12, 10, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0\} scoring system was instituted. We considered every vote available as an individual observation: every country’s jury, every country’s televoters in years that those votes were counted separately from juries, and all votes from semi-final rounds when they occurred. We made the important but unavoidable assumption that the average competitiveness of a Eurovision entry has remained constant over time, as there are no cross-year comparisons that would make it possible to estimate the model otherwise.

We fit the joint probability model using the Bayesian probabilistic programming language Stan, with normal priors on average country competitiveness and song competitiveness and a multivariate normal prior on \( \xi \) for each contest. The complete model code is available in the supplemental material. For interpretive purposes, we fixed the mean of the song competitiveness parameters \( \beta \) to 0 and report them on a \( 10 \log_{10} \) scale, analogous to the decibel. In honour of the singing at the contest, we deem this unit the cantobel. An increase of one cantobel in song competitiveness means that a song improves its chances of receiving one extra point from any given jury by \( 10^{\pi} \approx 1.26 \). Like the decibel scale, an increase of 3 cantobels means that a song approximately doubles its chances of receiving one extra point.

Figure 1 illustrates the typical correspondence between competitiveness in cantobels and actual song contest results. After a slow increase, the slope rapidly increases for highly competitive entries. The Eurovision Song Contest scoring system compresses differences between relatively uncompetitive entries and dramatically exaggerates small differences at the top. While this surely contributes to the exciting television, cantobels are a better scale to use for scientific purposes.

Figures 2 and 3 reveal the heart of the model. The first shows the average song quality, as perceived by the Eurovision Song Contest juries and televoters, over the period from 1975 to 2022. Ukraine, Russia, Italy, and Sweden stand...
Recent years have been characterised by a good geographic diversity of winners.
The Eurovision Song Contest is also notorious for attracting much discussion in the weeks leading up to the contest. These odds can be converted into implicit probabilities of winning, and there is often much discussion in the weeks leading up to the contest about which acts the bookmakers are favouring.

The MIRoVision dataset includes these jury scores, and we fit a generalised partial-credit model to them analogous to the model we fit for the contest overall. The code is available in the supplemental material. Figure 4 shows the results. Like the European Broadcasting Union’s current rule for the main contest, and by extension, to the simpler rule for jury members making a full ranking.

The theory of partial-credit models offers an alternative, more empirical solution. Rather than taking the scoring rule in (4) as fixed, the generalised partial-credit model considers an optimal scoring rule that would lead the model to make the best predictions. Concretely, that would mean considering alternatives to the \{12, 10, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0\} rule for the main contest, and by extension, to the simpler \{1, 2, \ldots, N\} rule for jury members making a full ranking.

The MIRoVision dataset includes these jury scores, and we fit a generalised partial-credit model to them analogous to the model we fit for the contest overall. The code is available in the supplemental material. Figure 4 shows the results. Like the European Broadcasting Union’s current rule, we arbitrarily fix the maximum score to 12. It seems that rather than replacing the former linear scheme with the current exponential one may be a more effective simply to give a small fixed bonus to each juror’s top-ranked entry. Such a solution would also solve the core issue motivating the exponential weighting, namely that it it undesirable for one juror to have unilateral power to spoil the chances of some other juror’s favourite.

5. PREDICTING WINNERS

The Eurovision Song Contest is also notorious for attracting online and offline bets on the outcome. Since 2015, the EurovisionWorld web site has been collecting the odds posted at a large number of online betting offices, for each day leading up to the contest. These odds can be converted into implicit probabilities of winning, and there is often much discussion in the weeks leading up to the contest about which acts the bookmakers are favouring.
Table 1. Probability of winning the Eurovision Song Contest, 2018–2022, given the partial-credit model and perfect information about jurors’ and televoters’ preferences, compared to bookmakers’ implied win probabilities immediately prior to the contest final.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Bookmakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. L1 (MAE) and L2 (RMSE) losses and their standard deviations after training two state-of-the-art audio embeddings to predict the competitiveness of Eurovision Song Contest entries from 1975–2022, in cantobels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>L2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TUNe+ [19]</td>
<td>0.828 (0.039)</td>
<td>1.063 (0.052)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERT [18]</td>
<td>0.820 (0.019)</td>
<td>1.025 (0.027)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. CONCLUSION

We present MIROVision, a collection of data and tools for studying the Eurovision Song Contest and applying music information retrieval to several types of data generated from the contest. One of our key results is a model for converting the highly non-linear contest scores into a well-behaved interval-scale measurement we dub the cantobel. Cantobels facilitate understanding of fluctuations in the contest over time and more accurately represent both the competitiveness and the uncertainty surrounding the competitiveness of Eurovision Song Contest entries. They also behave better with the standard loss functions used in machine learning systems, and allow us to predict a small but meaningful portion of variance in contest outcomes. We hope this result is sufficiently tantalising to encourage the community to try their own models – the Eurovision Song Contest offers a fresh set of contestants every year – and to find their own creative uses for this rich musico-logical data source.
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